[RNA interference (RNAi) and its therapeutic potential in cancer].
Small RNAs belong to a newly discovered strain of molecules. These molecules are composed of double strand RNA comprised by just about 19-31 nucleotides. They have two main characteristics that make them unique. Firstly, they are noncoding for proteins and second they interfere post-transcriptional with mRNA. This interfering action is the distinguishing hallmark, therefore known as interfering RNA or RNAi. There are three main subclasses of which micro-RNA and siRNA are the most widely studied. Interference RNAs participate in a myriad of cellular functions mainly through modulation of genetic expression. Due to these capabilities it has been used as therapeutic weapon in a number of diseases including cancer. It is known that both miRNA and siRNA participate in carcinogenesis, either inhibiting suppressor genes, or stimulating oncogenes. It has been demonstrated that manipulating small interfering RNAs in cell lines and animal models, the malignant and metastatic phenotype can be reversed. Up to now a few clinical trials using RNAi as a therapeutic agent have demonstrated some success and feasibility. It is forseeable that in the near future cancer treatment with small RNAs will be widely applicable, once the many constrains for its systemic application are surpassed.